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There is a problem in our industry



Introduction

“What does every 
programmer need to know to 

be ‘great’?”



Introduction

“How does one define a great 
programmer?”



We’re all great, right?



We’re all great, right?



This is Pervasive



How many here have to work with bad code?



How many here *wrote* the bad code?



Opening Thought

The Definition of “Great” is 
Relative



Rich /riCH (aj) one who has more money than I 
do. 



Problem Solving Anti-Patterns
• Writing from scratch what already exists 
• Sweating the small stuff 
• Putting my “wants” ahead of the needs of my 

team and my organization 
• Overengineering 
• Rewriting perfectly functional code because it 

doesn’t look pretty enough 
• The ground-up rewrite 
• Resume-Driven Development 
• The Golden Hammer



A Great Programmer

Someone who knows more 
than I do?











A Great Programmer

Someone who knows more 
than I do.

∴ I am a great programmer  
if I know more than my peers.



Problem Solving Anti-Patterns

• Writing from scratch what already exists 
• Overengineering





A Great Programmer

Crank out LOTS of code?



KLOC Coding

• I don’t know that anyone is paid by the 
KLOC anymore 

• We’re not building a wall





Good Programmers write “good code” Bad 
Programmers write “Bad Code”



Bad Code

Modifying a byRef Parameter?!

Yuck! Hungarian Notation

SELECT * FROM?! 
Hello? Whitespace?



Good Code



Oops!



A Great Programmer

Writes the Fastest Code?



Not All Optimizations are Good Optimizations

…   
#ifndef OPENSSL_NO_BUF_FREELISTS
/* On some platforms, malloc() performance is bad 
enough that you can't just
 * free() and malloc() buffers all the time, so 
we need to use freelists from
 * unused buffers.
…



Benefits of Wrapping malloc()

• Is malloc() really your biggest 
bottleneck?





Extreme Optimization



Good vs Great

I would argue that a good programmer 
knows how to make these low level 
optimizations, a great programmer 

knows to leave them alone.



Let’s be Real for a Moment

• Let me be objective about my motives 
• ASM was a language superior to VB6 
• To Some extent I wanted to show-off 

• Optimized VB6 would have delivered 
significantly more value than ASM 

• I put my “wants” ahead of the needs of 
my team and my organization



A Great Programmer

Uses REAL languages?



The downfalls of Leveraging Tools



A Great Programmer

Don’t need no stinkin’ library/
framework/etc?



Have you ever been asked a question like 
this?

Write a quicksort function to sort an array  
of n integers. 



This question is almost, but not 
quite, entirely useless



Solving	Problems

“I can guarantee you, without fear of contradiction, 
that no software engineer will ever have to write a 
binary search after they are hired. It’s like choosing a 
contractor because they know how to forge and cast 
steel using coal, iron, an oven and a bellows, when 
they actually need to know a) the address of the 
nearest Home Depot b) what to do with the steel once 
they buy it.” 

-Jon Evans (Why the new guy can’t code)

http://techcrunch.com/2011/05/07/why-the-new-guy-cant-code/


“But I don’t want to be limited by tools”

• I’m a fan of having candidates write 
code 
• Language fluency has value 
• Memorizing algorithms is rarely of 

value 
• This does, however, demonstrate how 

clever you are



Writing Code
				public	static	void	quickSort(int[]	a,	int	p,	int	r)	
				{	
								if(p<r)	
								{	
												int	q=partition(a,p,r);	
												quickSort(a,p,q);	
												quickSort(a,q+1,r);	
								}	
				}	

				private	static	int	partition(int[]	a,	int	p,	int	r)	{	

								int	x	=	a[p];	
								int	i	=	p-1	;	
								int	j	=	r+1	;	

								while	(true)	{	
												i++;	
												while	(	i<	r	&&	a[i]	<	x)	
																i++;	
												j--;	
												while	(j>p	&&	a[j]	>	x)	
																j--;	

												if	(i	<	j)	
																swap(a,	i,	j);	
												else	
																return	j;	
								}	
				}	
…



Solving Problems

				
…	
			return	Arrays.sort(myArray);	
…	



Nobody would arbitrarily write code that already 
exists, right?



Yes. They Would.



MRW



Problem Solving Anti-Patterns

• Writing from scratch what already exists 
• Overengineering 
• Sweating the Small Stuff



Problem Solving Anti-Patterns

• Writing from scratch what already exists 
• Overengineering 
• Sweating the Small Stuff 
• Resume Driven Development



Other Great Programmer Definitions

• Knows	all	the	answers	
• Works	long	hours	
• Never	releases	a	bug



Problem Solving Anti-Patterns
• Writing from scratch what already exists 
• Sweating the small stuff 
• Putting my “wants” ahead of the needs of my team 

and my organization 
• Overengineering 
• Rewriting perfectly functional code because it 

doesn’t look pretty enough 
• The ground-up rewrite 
• Resume-Driven Development 
• The Golden Hammer



Incrementally Improving

• Empathy 
• Think slowly and carefully 
• Study other solutions 
• Humility 
• Broaden Knowledge 
• Be Curious



The Importance of Empathy



Stop Writing Code 
and Start Solving 

Problems

Approach everything 
from a value 
perspective



A Great Programmer

Consistently brings value to 
the team and the 

organization.





Creating Value

If you are solving the problems 
of the business and of the 

user, you are creating value



I am a HUGE proponent of agile 
methodologies

Value and understanding drive 
effort



The Agile Manifesto

“Simplicity—the art of 
maximizing the amount of work 

not done--is essential.”



On Overengineering

“At the end of the day, ship the f*****g thing! 
It’s great to rewrite your code and make it 
cleaner and by the third time it’ll actually be 
pretty. But that’s not the point—you’re not 
here to write code; you’re here to ship 
products.” 

-Jamie Zawinski (The Duct Tape Programmer)

http://www.joelonsoftware.com/items/2009/09/23.html


The Agile Manifesto

“Our highest priority is to 
satisfy the customer through 

early and continuous delivery of 
valuable software.”



One question to ask yourself…



Does the user care?



Delivering Value, not Functions



Problem Solving Hallmarks
• Leverage existing resources to increase your output
• Pick your battles
• Focus on work that delivers the most business value

over the most interesting work
• Deliver “just enough, just in time”
• Recognize “Good Enough”
• Act as a “thought leader” in your organization
• Use the right tool for the job
• Look at problems from the perspective of the

business - that’s where your paycheck comes from



• stilldrinking.org/programming-sucks 
• luckymethod.com/2013/03/the-big-

redesign-in-the-sky/ 
• techcrunch.com/2011/05/07/why-the-

new-guy-cant-code/ 
• joelonsoftware.com/items/

2009/09/23.html (the duct tape 
programmer)

http://stilldrinking.org/programming-sucks
http://luckymethod.com/2013/03/the-big-redesign-in-the-sky/
http://luckymethod.com/2013/03/the-big-redesign-in-the-sky/
http://techcrunch.com/2011/05/07/why-the-new-guy-cant-code/
http://techcrunch.com/2011/05/07/why-the-new-guy-cant-code/
http://joelonsoftware.com/items/2009/09/23.html
http://joelonsoftware.com/items/2009/09/23.html


Thank you!
Michael Carducci 
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